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Abstract
The first digital sensor used in intraoral radiography, RadioVisioGraphy, was introduced in 1987. It was based on the activity of a charged-Coupled Device (CCD) sensor. Later on, other digital sensors became commercially available, including the Digora featuring an imaging plate coated with photosensitizable phosphor (PSP) in 1994 and the complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) imaging plate. The main cause is that since the computed radiography (CR) system developed by Fuji Film has replaced the screen-film detectors. In the early days, digital sensors were considered inferior to film in clinical diagnostics, but according to recent research results, there is no longer any significant difference because of the improvement in performance. However, our latest research using a new evaluation method and a precise phantom model indicated some differences between the performance of CCD and PSP systems and further differences between PSP systems of different function and performance.
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Introduction
In dentistry, radiography is one of the indispensable examinations. The two commonly used methods are intraoral and panoramic radiography. Lately, a computed tomography technique developed for use in dentistry, the so-called cone beam computed tomography has been widely used as well. Although silver halide emulsion-coated films are still in use in intraoral and panoramic radiography, radiography using digital detectors is now becoming mainstream. Until the advent of intraoral digital sensors, the development of film-based technology consisted mainly of the improvement in sensitivity and exam speed (F-speed film being the fastest one). However, many famous film manufactures, such as Fuji Film (Kanagawa, Japan), Agfa (Mortsel, Belgium), and Eastman Kodak (Rochester, NY) are now withdrawing from the production of intraoral films because of the spread of digital detectors. The main cause is that since the computed radiography (CR) system developed by Fuji Film has replaced the screen-film system, the demand for film in medicine has reduced dramatically [1]. CR technology uses a photosensitizable phosphor (PSP) imaging plate instead of film. Currently, the most significant manufacturer of intraoral films is Carestream Health (Rochester, NY), part of the Onex Corporation [2]. Carestream Health manufactures Ultra-speed and Insight films for intraoral radiography even today.

Meanwhile, the improvement of imaging sensors developed for general use has been tremendous. The first one, the charged-coupled device (CCD) sensor was inserted into a digital camera by Kodak [3]. Subsequently, color CCD was used in a personal video camera, and a color complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor was also developed later on. Technological features such as small size, high resolution, and power saving have advanced gradually, because CCD and CMOS sensors have become widely used in personal digital cameras including mobile phones. These sensors have been used in intraoral radiography before.

Sensors for intraoral digital radiography
Many types of detectors for radiography are used in dentistry, such as CCD, CMOS, flat panel detector, and PSP imaging plate. Of these, the CCD image sensor, the CMOS image sensor, and the PSP imaging plate are used in intraoral radiography.

Intraoral digital radiography has the following characteristics compared with film radiography:

Advantages
- Immediate image display after exposure (solid-state type)
- Less patient exposure
- Image processing available
- No age-related deterioration
- No chemicals, such as developer and fixer
- Less storage space
- Image data transfer is possible through the internet
- Wide dynamic range (PSP type)

Disadvantages
- Smaller sensor size (solid-state type)
- No flexibility (solid-state type)
- Expensive
- Narrow dynamic range (solid-state type)
- Difficulty of infection control for reuse
- Low spatial resolution (PSP type)

The CCD image sensor was invented at Boyle and Smith at AT&T Bell Laboratories in 1970 [4]. CCD can directly absorb electromagnetic rays such as visible light, infrared rays, ultraviolet rays, and low-energy X-rays and transduce them into charge, which is electrical energy. However, the wavelength band of 20 to 70 keV used in intraoral radiography is shorter than the sensitive wavelength band. Therefore, general CCD image sensors are not used alone in intraoral radiography. It is necessary to convert the wavelength to increase sensitivity, usually by a scintillator. In many cases, a CsI
substances. In the crystal, ionization occurs by X-ray energy, and the ionizing electron is trapped in BaFBr. The crystal emits fluorescence by releasing the electron upon laser irradiation. An image is created by measuring the amount of fluorescence because it is proportional to the exposure dose (Figure 5).

Comparison of CCD and CMOS

The image quality of a CCD image sensor is superior to that of a CMOS image sensor in low signal intensity, because dark current noise is low. However, the current production volume of CMOS is much higher than that of CCD for the advantages explained below. Today, image sensor production/utilization companies like Nikon (Tokyo, Japan), Canon (Tokyo, Japan), and Sony (Tokyo, Japan) have replaced CCD with CMOS. Moreover, Sony has discontinued the manufacturing of CCD products in 2015.

Advantages

- High-speed data transfer (frame rate) because each pixel is independently connected to the output
The new RVG type was presented in [10]. The non-enhanced RVG image was found to be shorter than that of film. However, during the measurement of #15 Headstrom file, the length of the root canal as pictured by RVG and conventional film images [9]. In clinical practice, no differences were found in the length of inferior to that of film, but patient exposure was considerably reduced with D-speed film [12].

The fourth-generation RVG, RVG32000 (Trophy Radiologic), was presented in 1993 [16]. The further-improved RVG-S (Trophy Radiologic) was introduced in 1995 [17]. It was reported to be superior to E-speed film in sensitivity for the detection of accessory/ lateral canals with zoom. The performance of CCD sensors is now considered as equivalent to film.

The PSP system was released in 1983 in medicine, but its introduction to dentistry happened quite late. The first PSP-based intraoral system was Digora (Soredex, Helsinki, Finland), which became commercially available in 1994 [18]. The next PSP system, DenOptix (Gendex Dental Systems) was presented in 1997 [19]. In early research, the performance in the in vitro detection of caries was reported to be similar between CCD and PSP systems [20]. Later on, it was reported that solid-state systems had better resolving power because of the higher contrast and smaller pixel sizes compared with PSP systems [21]. However, the PSP system was shown to produce higher image quality over a much wider exposure range than the CCD sensor [22]. Moreover, Digora was reported to have the best signal-to-noise ratio, and DenOptix was the worst among Visualix, CDR (Schick Technologies, Long Island City, NY), CDR-APS (Schick Technologies), and Digora [19].

Another solid-state sensor, the CMOS sensor was introduced considerably later than the CCD sensor in 1998 [19]. The first product was CDR-APS. No significant difference was reported between the performance of CCD and CMOS sensors in the detection of artificial periapical lesions [23]. In 2001, it was also reported that the detection ability of proximal caries was similar among CMOS, E-speed, and F-speed films [24].

**Early days of intraoral digital radiography**

The first intraoral digital sensor was introduced in 1987 [7]. The system was called RadioVisioGraphy (RVG) (Trophy Radiologic, Vincennes, France), and it consisted of a CCD with an intensifying screen. It became evident that the spatial resolution was slightly inferior to that of film, but patient exposure was considerably reduced [8]. In clinical practice, no differences were found in the length of the root canal as pictured by RVG and conventional film images [9]. However, during the measurement of #15 Headstrom file, the length of non-enhanced RVG image was found to be shorter than that of conventional film image [10]. The new RVG type was presented in 1991 [11]. Its resolution was reported to be 11 Lp/mm compared with that of film, which was 14 line pairs/mm. The RVG system was considered to be particularly useful for endodontic treatment, because the image was immediately displayed after exposure. Another reason was that the exposure dose reduction rate was about 80% compared with D-speed film [12].

After the introduction of RVG, other direct digital intraoral sensors based on CCD were developed. Sens-A-Ray (Regam Medical System AB, Sundsvall, Sweden) was presented in 1992 [13]. The resolution was the same as that of RVG, and the sensitivity was over three times that of E-speed. However, the successful identification of holes in aluminum foil was reduced compared with D-speed and E-speed films [14].

**Improvement of intraoral digital radiography**

The performance of intraoral digital sensors such as the solid-state sensor and the PSP imaging plate has advanced rapidly. Spatial resolution was clearly inferior to that of analog film in the early days. Spatial resolution is closely related to pixel size. In the PSP system, the scanning interval also affects the spatial resolution. Although scanning interval can be made as short as possible, resolution does not improve when it is smaller than the aperture size of the scanner. Theoretically, the maximum resolution defined by Lp/mm is 1/(twice pixel size). Around 2000, the representative pixel size of the CCD
sensor was 39 μm for Compuray (Yoshida, Tokyo, Japan), 45 μm for Sens-A-Ray, 48 μm for CDR, and 63 μm for VIXA, whereas that of the PSP was 42 μm for DenOptix and 70 μm for Digora [25]. Thus, the theoretical maximum resolution is 7.9 to 12.8 Lp/mm for CCD and 7.1 to 11.9 Lp/mm for PSP. The value was inferior to those of film. In another publication, it was reported that the pixel size of CMOS sensor (CDR-APS) was 40 μm [19].

The performance of the solid-state sensor has gone through tremendous improvement, because the sensor is being used in daily life in personal digital cameras. The improvement in spatial resolution is especially dramatic. In the 2005 report, the measured spatial resolution of a CCD sensor, RVG6000 (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY), a CMOS sensor, RVG-ui (Eastman Kodak), and the F-type speed film Insight (Eastman Kodak) were over 20 Lp/mm [26]. The pixel size of RVG6000 and RVG-ui was 18.5 and 19.5 μm. The spatial resolution of a currently used CMOS sensor, HDI-S (Rayance, Gyeonggi-do, Korea) reaches 33.7 Lp/mm [27].

Topics on recent intraoral digital sensors

Recent studies have shown no apparent clinical difference among intraoral detectors. The diagnostic accuracy of CCD, Dixi3 (Planmeca, Helsinki, Finland) and PSP, Digora PCT (Soredex) was reported to that of film systems (Ektaspeed, Eastman Kodak) in the detection of non-cavitated proximal caries and in measuring root canal working length [28,29]. Concerning the detection or root resorption, no significant difference has been reported among CCD (Sopro Imaging, Ac-t Croup, La Ciotat, France), PSP (Digora optime, Soredex, Tuusula, Finland), and Ektaspeed film systems [30]. Similarly, no significant differences among CCD (Dixi3), PSP (Digora), and film (Ektaspeed) systems were observed [31].

However, our recent research showed a clear difference among different intraoral digital sensors [32]. A CCD sensor (Megadixel, Morita, Tokyo, Japan) and two types of PSP (Digora optime) (VistaScan perio, Durr dental AG, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany) were used in the research. For comparison, a precise aluminum step wedge phantom with an accuracy of 10 μm was custom made, and a new evaluation method was devised. One evaluation value was contrast-to-noise ratio, which represents low contrast between thin objects such as minute bone regeneration during periodontal treatment. The other evaluation was low contrast value, which represents low contrast between thick objects such as molar proximal caries. These were defined by the following equation:

\[
\text{CNR} = \frac{\text{Gray value}(0.5 \text{ mm}) - \text{Gray value (Background)}}{\text{Standard Deviation (Background)}}
\]

\[
\text{LCV} = \frac{\text{Gray value}(11 \text{ mm}) - \text{Gray value (10 mm)}}{\text{Gray value (x mm)}}
\]

where the Gray value (x mm) is the average for the aluminum step image at x mm (Figure 6).

The following conclusions were obtained from the research: the CCD sensor system was indicated to be optimal for all diagnostic purposes, regardless of whether it could be clinically used. When the PSP system was selected, PSP systems having high bit depth like VistaScan perio were appropriate for diagnosing a slight bony change, and the PSP system having automatic exposure compensation function similar to that of Digora Optime was appropriate for diagnosing proximal caries of the molar. Thus, it is very important to select an appropriate sensor for diagnostic purpose, because the performance of digital sensors may influence the diagnosis.

Thus, our research implies that more rigorous experimenting is needed to clarify the difference in the performance of digital sensors, and the result will affect the diagnosis in more detail.
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